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do for an encore after the sweet success of the Virago? They make a bigger bike, of
courseâ€”the XVJ. It has Virago styling, but it's faster, torquier and full of electronic gadgetry.
The new-for-'81 Virago and XV Vee-twins surprised the motorcycling world, just as fresh
examples of creative thinking always surprise us. Yamaha's successful effort helped bump
Honda into action, and you can see the result of their retaliation elsewhere in this issue. But all
manufacturers develop new machinery in cycles. Given the reality of a hour day and the cost of
research and development, even the largest companies can produce a new bike or series of
bikes only once every three or four years. That's why you should little wonder that one of
Yamaha's new models for '82, the XVJ Virago, catches few observers of the marketplace by
surprise. The proceeds logically from last year's Virago in the same way that the Honda CB Four
followed the original CB; both play off the success of a winner. As a machine, the is new only in
the sense that there has been no previous Yamaha shaft-drive Vee-twin of that displacement. Its
basic design has been revealed to and embraced by the public, and in fact the is a blend of
Virago and XV technology. As a counterpoint to the similarity of hardware, though, there is the

dissimilarity of their introductions. Introducing the was a daring act with few precedents. Daring
because sometimes radical worksâ€”witness the Honda Gold Wingâ€”and sometimes it
doesn'tâ€”remember the Suzuki RE5 rotary. Who was going to buy a Japanese Vee-twin?
Yamaha hoped it was anyone who considered a Harley or a European machine, or who was
infatuated with Special styling. That was hope, even if it was based on research. Introducing a a
year after the , on the other hand, is betting on a sure thing. That's calculating, not daring. The
's chassis is virtually a piece, retaining the same steering geometry and nearly identical
dimensions. Suspension components feature the latest in adjustability. The air-assisted fork
can be adjusted at a single fitting, and a four-position knob on the top of each fork leg controls
rebound damping. A long metering rod which penetrates into the middle of the damper alters
rebound oil flow in much the same way as a carburetor needle. Position number four gives 47
percent more damping force than position one; each step in between is proportional. The fork
produces a comfortably smooth ride, which is partly a result of having good damping action
and very little stiction and partly a result of the rider's rearward seating bias. The Virago's
seating position effectively isolates the rider from fork and front-wheel commotion. Indeed, we
changed the fork damper settings while riding over a variety of terrain and could detect no
change in damping qualities, though we knew the damping had in fact been altered. At the rear
you'll find the same gas-charged, air-assisted DeCarbon shock absorber the uses, but with
increased spring rates. The 's initial spring rate is pounds per inch, up six percent from the 's.
This second unit's spring rate is 36 percent stiffer than the 's. A six-position damping
adjustment is provided; it's located apart from the shock itself just under the right side of the
seat and is easily accessible from the saddle. Though the shock actually has 20 damping
adjustments, calling other positions into play requires adjusting the cable that connects the
damper adjustment knob to the shock; this makes a different set of six positions available. The
stiff-legged springing reduces drive-shaft torque reaction in comparison with the Typically,
driveline backlash exacerbates the shaft torque reaction; to the 's credit, it has very little lash,
and the power delivery is fairly smooth during on-off throttling. Equipping the with relatively
stiff rear springing has a predictable side-effect: the big Virago's suspension compliance is
barely average. Total effective rear-wheel travel is 3. Only about 1. Our lighter, pound testers
found the springing somewhat firm over small and medium bumps and freeway expansion
joints, and harsh on larger bumps. Our pound riders reported about the sameâ€”acceptable on
smooth roads but harsh over moderate-sized bumps. Heavier riders pounds found the ride firm
but acceptable. We injected more air into the shock up to 55 psi , figuring the increase would
prevent some shock compression under a static load and thus provide more available wheel
travel during actual riding conditions. No luck: with more air the shock action was firmer initially
and, naturally, harsher during the final couple of inches of travel. Put a passenger aboard, and
the Virago's ride improves. With maximum recommended air pressure 55 psi and damping set
to full firmness, the ride is less harsh when riding two-up than solo. That's logical. Air-springing
has a couple of benefits; inject more pressure and it raises the ride height, which gives more
wheel travel, and it provides progressive springing. The catch is that you need enough weight
to compress the firmer suspension; two-up is enough, solo is not. Also, hitting a solid bump
causes some rear-end loft, indicating that rebound damping is a bit soft for this fully preloaded
springing. Passengers report a nice seating position with plenty of foot room. The footrests
don't vibrate, but the passenger grabrail buzzes intensely over rpm. The seat has slight humps
at the front and rear that help position the passenger positively. The seat's foam composition is
firm, allowing a couple of hours of comfortable riding, but no more. A final word about
passengers; if they wear plastic or rubber-soled shoes they'll have to rest their feet forward to
keep the shoe heels from heating up and possibly melting on the mufflers. For the rider, the
Virago makes a nice short-haul bike, but the shape and firm composition of the seat and the
seating position combine to intrude on rider comfort during extended rides. The seat forms a
bucket which couches the rider, limiting fore and aft movement; its upward slope concentrates
weight on the tailbone, and the forward position of the footrests amplifies this. As for the
bar-seat-peg relationship, our testers were uniformly in some discomfort after about an hour.
Typically, they complained, of wrist aches, backside numbness and unusual muscle soreness in
the shoulders. The Virago's steering characteristics also make it a good short-haul cruiser.
Despite rake and trail figures This is in part due to its moderate wheelbase The Virago engine is
basically an RJ-type with shaft drive added, but there are minor changes. From there, forward
and rearward, the drivelines are identical. The middle gear change produces higher gearing,
which means the turns fewer revs than the at any given speed. The 's oil pump measures seven
millimeters wide, one millimeter thicker than the 's. This serves to pump up oil pressure and
volume about 15 percent. Yamaha altered the camshaft profiles slightly from the RJ model's.
Both intake and exhaust duration are degrees, with 67 degrees of overlap. The new, larger air

filter has corresponding enlarged airbox-to-carb ducting, and the carburetion has been changed
to compensate. The engine pulls from just off idle, but it has a flat spot between and rpm. The
lean carburetion in the lower mid-range causes alternate lunges and pauses in power flow.
Trying to hold a steady speed results in lean-mixture gasping and spitting unless under a load.
During the first minute of running, the engine accepts throttle reluctantly. Once above idle
speeds, it occasionally spits back, sometimes catching the rider unaware during take-off and
forcing foot dabs. After the engine passes through this ragged area, you'll find immediate
throttle response and a wonderfully wide powerband. This makes riding a blast, especially in
the canyons. You can pass traffic on the highway in fifth gear simply by rolling on the throttle,
even with a passenger aboard. Although its mid-range acceleration is strong, the Virago is not a
high-rpm rocket. Its quarter-mile elapsed time of For highway cruising or around town, the
provides a fairly smooth ride, thanks to largely muted engine vibration. The engine passes
through a rough period near rpm that vibrates the tank, seat and bars. This rumbling is
noticeable but not obtrusive. At other speeds, the engine emits a low-frequency, high-amplitude
rumbling about average for a big V-twin but somewhat less smooth than that of the Virago. We
obtained Normally the fuel indicator warning light began flashing close to the mile mark,'and
within one or two miles we had to put the petcock on reserve. The smallish reserve capacity will
get you about 20 miles at best. Though maintenance of the Virago is straightforward in theory,
in practice there are a few complications. As it happened, our test bike sprang an oil leak when
one of the screws that holds the rear cylinder's tappet cover loosened. No problemâ€”we
tightened the screw and continued without further incident. Getting to that screw with an Allen
wrench did bring up an interesting point:. You must squeeze a feeler gauge, tappet wrench and
lock-nut wrench into the valve cavity. It can be accomplished easily only after removing the air
cleaner assembly and gas tank. Oil changes and air filter servicing are straightforward, although
removing the air-cleaner element requires dismantling the entire airbox. The pointless,
electronic ignition demands no attention. The tool kit stores in a small non-lockable
compartment on the left side. It's an on-board liquid-crystal digital speedometer display and
graphic-display tachometer, combined with Yamaha's computerized monitor system, introduced
last year on the Seca The entire display package, complete with micro-computer module and
connecting LCD unit, lives in a compartment barely 2. Switch on the ignition and seven LCD
lights pop on. Four warn of low fluid levels: engine oil, front brake hydraulic fluid, battery
electrolyte and gasoline; two warn of head lamp or tail lamp burnout; another signals if the
sidestand is down. A display of four liquid-crystal blocks indicates fuel level by quarter-tank
increments. In addition to the usual neutral, high beam, and right and left turn indicator lights, a
red warning light draws the rider's attention to an activated warning. After the rider starts the
engine, the computer begins scanning its seven functions. If it detects a malfunction, the
indicator light stays lit and the red warning light begins blinking. By pressing the warning
control button, you change the flashing warning to a steady light. Push the button again and the
red light signs off, but the LCD indicator remains on. Only fixing the problem turns off the
indicator light. If a new problem develops, the warning light reactivates. At any time when the
engine is running, the rider can send the system through its display check by pressing the
check button. The press of a button also switches the 0. The speedo is mechanically driven by
cable from a conventional gearbox on the front wheel. An electronic circuit in the speedometer
head makes the conversion to digital readout. Odometer and tripmeter readouts didn't get the
LCD treatmentâ€”they are standard mechanical units. Tachometer drive, however, is electronic.
Its LCD display is an analog type rather than digital, which simply means there's some form of
graphic representation other than numbers. As the engine's speed changes, a ring of individual
tach "needles" appears or disappears at rpm intervals around the tach's face. The rider may
even check the speedo and tach functions at a standstillâ€”sending the tach needle to 10, rpm
and the speedometer to mph. Functionally, there's no clear advantage to the LCD speedo and
tach displays. They are clearly visible in midday sunlight, and they're approximately as accurate
as standard units. The system has one drawback: after the CYCOM's low-fuel-level warning light
has been triggered and the red flasher begins flickering, pressing the warning control
eliminates the signal; however, fuel slosh can reactivate the flasher. If that happens, you must
re-press the warning control button, which eliminates the flash until the fuel sloshes once
again. And so on. If dashboard red lights bug you, you'll spend most of your time pressing the
control button until you find a gas station. On the other hand, we doubt that any of the major
Japanese manufacturers are employing electronic monitoring strictly for functional purposes.
For the time being, the companies are finding out what's valuable and starting a trend or two
while they're at it. Another new feature this year is the pair of adjustable handlebars. Each right
and left bar assembly has two pieces. The bottom bracket, an aluminum forging, attaches to a
splined shaft on the top steering crown, like a shift lever. Likewise, the upper bar piece, the

steel grip-end of the bar, splines into the top of the aluminum support. Locating pins slip into
notches, limiting the range of splines that can be used. According to Yamaha spokesmen, this
prevents the handlebar from being placed in unsafe positions. The main support bracket has
two positions; the grip piece has three, giving a total of six possible configurations. We found
that the standard handlebar position cramped the rider's elbow room and positioned the grip at
an awkWard angle. It is fine for a short ride, but fighting winds at interstate speeds for more
than an hour causes some discomfort in arms, back and shoulders. By the two-hour mark the
wrist of the throttle hand cramps. Moving the bars improves the grip angle; however, not one
tester was satisfied with the handlebars in any position for long rides. Add up all the 's
distinguishing characteristics and you have a bike that complements the XV nicely and
establishes the Viragos as a model line. The XV offers more power than the , and it has several
accessory features the lacks, including adjustable handlebars, fork damping adjustments, front
dual-disc brakes, and the CYCOM system. The XV is also distinct from the sporty RJ, primarily
because of its styling and shaft drive. Apart from being different, though, the XVJ judged on its
own is functionally sound. We would indeed like to see the seating position moderated and the
rear suspension refined. But the big Virago's strong points are appealing. In crucial areas of
performance, like braking and steering, the Virago is very good. More important, the 's torquey
engine makes it a ball to ride in a variety of conditions. If you're looking for style, innovation in
detail, and solid performance, the Virago deserves consideration. Home Manufacturer Contact.
Yamaha XV J Virago. Make Model. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled,. Compression
Ratio. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear
Suspension. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height.
Ground Clearance:. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Consumption Average. Top Speed.
He wanders off, suffering hardship and ridicule until he matures, transforming into a beautiful
swan. For many, the Virago performed its duty faultlessly, if not glamorously. He became a
Harley-Davidson technician, logging hundreds of training hours to perfect his skills. Greg first
chased down a dual shock XV Yamaha switched to a more traditional twin shock in So Greg
found a XV Count Mike Martens among that crowd. Mike asked for more horsepower, so rather
than build another Virago, Greg began searching for a model. But instead of combing the online
classifieds, Greg placed a wanted ad on Craigslist that netted him a reply from a seller who, in ,
had parked his Virago â€” with a mere 22, miles on the clock. The bike had been correctly
stored and was immaculate, something Greg says made the customization process that much
easier. Yamaha took a page from the Vincent playbook with the Virago, employing very little
frame and lots of engine. Like a Vincent, the Virago uses a central spine carrying the engine as
a stressed member, with a minimalist subframe for the seat and associated hardware, and a
triangulated rear suspension. Greg is aware of the similarity, and says when he built his own his
intention was to play off the Vincent, yet make the bike completely different. He has succeeded.
After stripping the , Greg set to work constructing a new rear subframe. To get the look he saw
in his head, he bent and welded the subframe tubes together at the top, fixing them to the spine
high and just aft of the gas tank. His lower subframe mounts are actually where the top of the
old subframe attached. This approach has inspired more than a little Internet chatter, and Greg
is currently at work figuring out a way to manufacture and market a rear subframe kit for
Yamaha Virago owners. A MotoLanna seat and pan originally intended for a Yamaha SR sit on
top of the subframe, with a box holding a high-output lithium-ion battery tucked up underneath.
A new-old-stock 2. Stock front forks maintain their air-assist damping, but are lowered 2 inches
and fitted with Progressive springs. Reinforcing the fork tubes is a brace meant for a Kawasaki
KZ Clip-on bars are also Tarozzi, fitted with reproduction Yamaha XS hand controls. Between
the clip-ons, miles and revs are monitored by an Acewell digital speedometer and tachometer. A
7-inch Emgo headlight features a row of LEDs on the left and right side of the main beam that
function as indicator lights. Holding the lamp in situ are universal Emgo cast aluminum mounts.
The LED taillight was an eBay purchase, and incorporates both brake and signal lights. To give
Mike the laced wheels he liked, Greg modified an XV rear hub from a twin-shock model and
fitted an XS front hub. Both are laced to powder-coated black DID rims with stainless steel
spokes, 2. The rear drum brake is stock, while the front disc uses an EBC floating rotor and
stock XV caliper. Greg basically left the engine alone, as it was running fine and showed good
compression on both cylinders. He did replace all the critical seals and swapped stock
fasteners for stainless bits to freshen the power plant. Of all the details Mike was obsessive
about, Greg says it was the exhaust. I think it takes a lot of engineering to build a decent
exhaust. Mike found a two-into-two JAMA system by Laser Exhaust that both looked good and
was universal enough to afford some flexibility when choosing mufflers to finish it off, and he
was partial to SuperTrapps. Greg was still trying to come up with something based off of the
original Yamaha system when Mike pointed him towards the JAMA pipes. For now, Mike has

been happy riding the Virago in the mild Midwest winter, adding enough miles to warrant
changing oil and plugs. The balance is really there, as is the grunt. From apex to track-out she
just puts the power down, and makes the most wonderful transition back to straight and level. I
could do that all day long. Now, where have we heard that story before? If Yamaha had built a
bike along these lines they would have sold thousands more in the 's and would still appeal 30
years later. While the was no beauty stock, this takes its ugliness and elevates it beyond belief.
It looks clunky, unfinished and totally out of balance. It looks like a bobber made by someone
who is severely artistically challenged. What a waste of money! Motorcycle Classics is
America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers,
newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign
In. Register Today! The gas tank began life atop a Benelli. Tarozzi clip-ons keep things low.
Though it looks custom, the monoshock rear suspension is stock. A front view shows the thin
profile Greg achieved. Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. Colin Spalding. Frank Spero.
Related Content. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Add to cart. Ariel Red Hunter Print. Chief
Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the
fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join Today! Make Yamaha. Model Virago.
For sale Virago with many custom parts bike runs good and rides nice handles well. Top end
redone with new rings,valve guide seals,valves cleaned and lap,ports clean,new starter starter
solenoid and starter cable,battery. It has been changed from two carbs to one with HD carb and
has two into one exhaust. The speedo and tack do not work right the needles jump other than
that there is nothing wrong with the bike that I know of. It has clear Missouri title. For more info
email me. Runs well and the whole thing is in pretty good shape for a 32 year old bike. It has
Will need left fork seal eventually. Electrical is good, all lights work, etc. It has crash bars for the
engine and some back ones for the side boxes. Good sized side boxes and a large truck, with
front windscreen all included, tires are good for a lot more riding. Great bobber bikes, mod, or
restore, get a nice bike for what ever you need. Typical Virago starter loud , if you don't know
about the starters Google it. Purchase is AS IS without returns. Local pickup or you can pay for
delivery. Please email with any questions. Model Tmax. The bike has a full yoshimura r77
exhaust system, polini evolution 3 for the variator and Kevlar V belt. The price also includes a
bunch of Oem parts previously installed. Model Virago Great transportation and amazing gas
saver!! Stop by and take a look at the largest used inventory in South Florida!! Bike is in good
condition. Runs and rides great. Just shows some normal wear and tear from being a model.
Just needs new fork seals. This bike has a windshield, saddle bags, trunk, cycle alarm. I have
owned and rode this bike since when I purchased it. Deposit required through PayPal.
Remainder of payment by cashiers check only. After the bike has been paid for, I will release the
bike and title to the buyer. Also, buyer responsible for either picking it up or the shipping and
the shipping costs. This auction is for an XVR frame, engine, wheels Vrod rear and front , and
front end. The XVR is the harder to find european chain driven version of this model. It is a great
platform for a cafe style racer builds. I never could find the time to get this project off of the
ground; but maybe you can! When parted out this bike had less than 5, miles on the engine.
What is shown in the pictures is what is included in the auction. Here's a beautiful example of a
Yamaha Virago. It is very clean with original miles. Enjoy it as is, or let it be the perfect donor for
your cafe racer or bobber project. The original owner had this bike for his wife who rarely rode
it. She preferred to ride on the back of his full size Harley so this bike sat for many years
basically unused. The application for title transfer is underway and I should have the clear title
in my hands in the next one to two weeks. I put fresh gas in it and cleaned the carbs and put a
set of jumper cables on the battery and it fired right up. I took it for several short rides and it
shifts and stops as should and will be a very nice bike for somebody. It will need a new battery
and the tires are good to fair. Ran good in , Only had it out once last year and seemed to run
good. New battery, fork seals need to be replaced, Carbs may need to be cleaned this year
before riding. Overall this bike is in good shape for an Port Jefferson Station, NY. Ravenscroft,
TN. Olmos Park, TX. Cheyenne, WY. Lebanon, OH. Rock Springs, WY. Lyles, TN. Alert
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Emails. Submit Cancel. Anyone who knows about vintage Viragos will know how special this
bike is. I purchased from a guy in upstate NY a couple of years ago, and it was ridden by a
young woman who commuted to Colgate. To my knowledge it is original and the original miles
probably had when I got it. Did a starter fix though it still i. This is a Midnight edition, it has
specical coloring on bike and rims. This bike is in almost perfect condition. No scrapes,
scratches, dents. The tach is a little bouncy, but works. Nice saddle bags. LOTS of power. Very

smooth and quiet ride with the drive shaft. It is just beautiful. It does not look 37 years old.
Excellent Shape vintage motorcycle. Has little trunk,windshield, side-bags. Seat like new.
Around miles. Smooth riding. Noisy starter. Yellow caution light needs resister in battery circuit.
Detachable luggage. Rebuilt engine, new clutches, new tires, completely rebuilt from ground-up.
LED lighting. Wins trophies at every bike show. Runs strong. Bought the bike when I was
younger and didnt really know what I was doing, so I le. Restored from scratch, has clean title
and receipts for everything bought. Bought mostly original parts and some custom also.
Everything is updated including wiring and engine. Contact myself Rick at with a text or
voicemail. Custom 81 virago nice bike everything is fresh oil fork seals battery starter and stator
to name a few things the frame and wheels are powder coated 21k miles small dent In gas tank
clean title I don't ride enough time for another project this one has to go call or text for more
info 11four five Selling a virago has been modified to a bobber. Bike runs and rides perfect,
nothing wrong with it. Low miles ready to ride. Any questions feel free to ask. Thanks for
interested. City: Philadelphia, PA. Posted: 6 months ago. City: Oklahoma City, OK. City:
Allentown, PA. City: Eastern Kentucky, KY. Posted: 7 months ago. City: Salem, OR. Posted: 8
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Posted: 2 years ago. We have been supplying quality used parts since Photos of Used parts are
generally of the item listed unless there is a quantity more than 1 available. Cycles R Us
describes all parts as accurately as possible, but we are human and mistakes do happen.
Description: This is a used part pulled off a bike we parted out that we have had for years. It was
picked apart to point were we have no idea if this is good or not. Selling as is. Cycles R Us
reserves the right to terminate any sales offered at our discretion. Sales Tax: Ohio Sales tax will
be applied to orders shipping within Ohio. Shipping: Items are shipped within a timely manner.
Typically we ship within business days after payment has been made, sometimes longer. All
items must be paid for within 14 days. Items not paid for in 14 days will be relisted. We ship
Worldwide, using various shipping carriers for both domestic and international packages, which
includes FedEx, UPS and USPS, depending upon which will be the most cost effective and will
provide the best means of tracking to your specific location. Typically a tracking number will be
emailed once your item is shipped. Request for tracking numbers on auctions that are less than
7 days old will not be replied to. International buyers: There should be a link under the box for
international shipments. Combined shipping is available for multiple items. Contact us for a
shipping quote by selecting the buyer link located in the item auction. Local pick-up is allowed
at no cost to the buyer. Returns: If you receive an incorrect item you must contact us within 30
days. Items must be returned in the same condition as it was received. International Buyers :
Import duties, taxes, and charges are not included in the item price or shipping cost. These
charges are the buyer's responsibility. Please check with your country's customs office to
determine what these additional costs will be prior to bidding or buying. Skip to main content.
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window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.

The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Cycles R Us cyclesrus-greatparts Search within store. CRU
Products. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified
shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping
method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Save on shipping. This seller offers shipping discounts on combined purchases for eligible
items. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment
details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Please note express
orders for overnight or 2nd day shipping MUST be placed before 2pm, otherwise they will be
sent the next business day. Copyright c All rights reserved. International Priority Shipping.
Orders placed during the weekends or the following holidays will ship the next business day.
Learn more about Dennis Kirk. We're always looking to improve your shopping experience. If
you have experienced a problem with our website, please describe the issue in as much detail
as possible so our team can explore it further. Details Shipping Cutoff Times. Click here for
more details. Enter keyword or part Search Within. View Cart Checkout. My Garage. Saved
Rides Manage Rides. Add a new ride. Motorcycle Categories. Find Parts Fast. Select Year.
Select Make. Select Model. Motorcycle Parts back. Shop By All Motorcycle Parts. Motorcycle
Accessories back. Tire Finder. Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter. Tire Sizes Explained. Tire Width Tire
Width. Aspect Ratio Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter Rim Diameter. Motorcycle Tires back. Exhaust
finder. Motorcycle Exhaust back. Motorcycle Helmets back. Apparel back. Featured Motorcycle
Brands View All back. Get more Dennis Kirk. Shop by Discount back. Dirt Bike Motorcycle
Cruiser Motorcycle Goldwing Harley-Davidson Scooter Sport Bike Snowmobile UTV Categories
Enter Categories terms Body 1. Petcock Parts 1. Brakes 7. Brake Pads 4. Brake Shoes 2. Master
Cylinder Parts 1. Drivetrain 4. Clutches 4. Clutch Plate 3. Clutch Spring 1. Batteries Charging
System 3. Charging 1. Voltage Regulators 2. Horns 1. Bulb 1. Driving Light 9. Wire Harnesses Lighting 3. Spark Plug 4. Starting System 2. Starters 2. Switches 2. Air Filters 4. Carburetors 2.
Carburetor - Parts 1. Carburetor Jets 1. Fuel Systems 2. Engine Gaskets 1. Gasket Kits 1. Oil
Filter 6. Exhaust 1. Mid Pipes 1. Clutch Cables 1. Mirrors 2. Mirror - Handlebar Mount 1. Mirror Mounts 1. Seats 1. Tools 1. Clutch Tools 1. Suspension 9. Forks 8. Fork Spring 1. Tires Tires Street Motorcycle Windshields 8. Enter Brands All Balls 3. Avon 5. Battery Tender 2.
Bridgestone 5. Clymer 1. Continental 4. Denali Electronics Denso 1. DP Brakes 2. Drag
Specialties 1. Dunlop 7. Duro 7. Dynojet 1. EBC 7. Emgo 4. Factory Spec 1. Fire Power 2.
Firestone 1. Fram 2. Haynes 1. HiFloFiltro 2. IRC 3. Kenda 6. Kuryakyn 1. Leak Proof 4. Mac 1.
Metzeler 6. Michelin 4. NGK 1. Parts Unlimited 8. Pirelli 3. Power Max 2. PowerMadd 2.
Progressive Suspension 1. Ricks Motorsport Electrics 5. Saddlemen 1. Shinko 7. Shorai 2. Slip
Streamer UNI 1. Vesrah 2. XK Glow 1. Yuasa 2. In Stock Only Price Range. Special Offers.
Closeout Items 2. New Items All Discounts 2. Exact Fit Possible Fit 5, We're sorry, there are no
results for your ride within this filtered selection. Results per Page 40 60 Viewing Results 1 - 38
of Part : E Mfg Part : E Part : Mfg Part : KN Part : Mfg Part : S Part : Mfg Part : CH Part : Mfg Part
: HF Part : Mfg Part : Dennis Kirk carries more Yamaha XV Virago products than any other
aftermarket vendor and we have them all at the lowest guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we
have them all in-stock and ready to ship today. Dennis Kirk has been the leader in the
powersports industry since , so you can rest assured that we have your back when it comes to
bringing you the best Yamaha XV Virago products. We want to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact
Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an Account. Remember Me? Forgot your
password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your feedback! I enjoyed my experience. I
did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride optional. Part Number if applicable. Order Number
optional. Did customer service resolve your issue? Your Name. Email Address:. Send Feedback.
Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal Code. What are you into? Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport
Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to unsubscribe. Refine your search. Electric 1. Google
Ads. Refine search. San Diego, CA 2 years ebay. Ai did not leave one pebble unturned when
building this bike. With the custom front fork conversion and the aftermarket rear monoshock
the ride quality is unmatched. The 12mm snap on wrench. It did not have a scratch, never
moved, never saw a bolt or even a smudge of grease. Out of the 7 years i worked at the shop i

never saw the wrench used once. A few years after i began building motorcycles i came across
a yamaha virago xv I went to turn the first wrench on it and grabbed the 10mm, 11mm, and
13mm as i had done a million times before. None of them would fit the nut. Aggressive open
exhaust sound Miles. San Diego, CA 3 years ebay. Also included is the factory exhaust, Clymer
repair manual and original owners manual. Cosmetically there are a few minor scratches, very
slight rust mostly on the exhaust and the backrest could use a new cover. And there is a rattly
baffle in one of the exhaust pipes. Less than on miles on them. Including; New rear tire, clutch
and head stock bearings last year Miles. The bike is low mileage for its age. The bike is in pretty
good shape for its age, but does show some pitting in the chrome and some rust on the exhaust
pipes. Barely one hundred miles on the tires. Small project bike in need of carb cleaning, 1
exhaust pipe and small cosmetic work. I've added a windshield for comfort on a longer ride as
well as foot pegs and a friction cruise control. Was a project bike we never found time for. Low
miles, very good condition. This is a low mileage bike with only miles on it. It has a new battery
and tires are in good shape. There are no dents or major scratches and the saddle is clean with
no cracks. Crystal Lake, IL 4 years showmethead. Good Condition, Ran well last year. I'm selling
my virago It just decided to grace me with the notorious box of rocks starter issue. I don't have
the desire or time to invest in it. Make me a reasonable offer. Yamaha Virago Bobber XV Yamaha
Virago. Virago runs out great with almost new tires and only 11, miles. Xxxx yamaha virago, with
an xxxxcc virago motor, bored and stroked to xxxxccall work done by an experienced , certified
yamaha mechanic , flat side performance carbs, needs starter button, battery and tlc, running
when parked. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. He wanders off, suffering hardship and
ridicule until he matures, transforming into a beautiful swan. For many, the Virago performed its
duty faultlessly, if not glamorously. He became a Harley-Davidson technician, logging hundreds
of training hours to perfect his skills. Greg first chased down a dual shock XV Yamaha switched
to a more traditional twin shock in So Greg found a XV Count Mike Martens among that crowd.
Mike asked for more horsepower, so rather than build another Virago, Greg began searching for
a model. But instead of combing the online classifieds, Greg placed a wanted ad on Craigslist
that netted him a reply from a seller who, in , had parked his Virago â€” with a mere 22, miles on
the clock. The bike had been correctly stored and was immaculate, something Greg says made
the customization process that much easier. Yamaha took a page from the Vincent playbook
with the Virago, employing very little frame and lots of engine. Like a Vincent, the Virago uses a
central spine carrying the engine as a stressed member, with a minimalist subframe for the seat
and associated hardware, and a triangulated rear suspension. Greg is aware of the similarity,
and says when he built his own his intention was to play off the Vincent, yet make the bike
completely different. He has succeeded. After stripping the , Greg set to work constructing a
new rear subframe. To get the look he saw in his head, he bent and welded the subframe tubes
together at the top, fixing them to the spine high and just aft of the gas tank. His lower subframe
mounts are actually where the top of the old subframe attached. This approach has inspired
more than a little Internet chatter, and Greg is currently at work figuring out a way to
manufacture and market a rear subframe kit for Yamaha Virago owners. A MotoLanna seat and
pan originally intended for a Yamaha SR sit on top of the subframe, with a box holding a
high-output lithium-ion battery tucked up underneath. A new-old-stock 2. Stock front forks
maintain their air-assist damping, but are lowered 2 inches and fitted with Progressive springs.
Reinforcing the fork tubes is a brace meant for a Kawasaki KZ Clip-on bars are also Tarozzi,
fitted with reproduction Yamaha XS hand controls. Between the clip-ons, miles and revs are
monitored by an Acewell digital speedometer and tachometer. A 7-inch Emgo headlight features
a row of LEDs on the left and right side of the main beam that function as indicator lights.
Holding the lamp in situ are universal Emgo cast aluminum mounts. The LED taillight was an
eBay purchase, and incorporates both brake and signal lights. To give Mike the laced wheels he
liked, Greg modified an XV rear hub from a twin-shock model and fitted an XS front hub. Both
are laced to powder-coated black DID rims with stainless steel spokes, 2. The rear drum brake is
stock, while the front disc uses an EBC floating rotor and stock XV caliper. Greg basically left
the engine alone, as it was running fine and showed good compression on both cylinders. He
did replace all the critical seals and swapped stock fasteners for stainless bits to freshen the
power plant. Of all the details Mike was obsessive about, Greg says it was the exhaust. I think it
takes a lot of engineering to build a decent exhaust. Mike found a two-into-two JAMA system by
Laser Exhaust that both looked good and was universal enough to afford some flexibility when
choosing mufflers to finish it off, and he was partial to SuperTrapps. Greg was still trying to
come up with something based off of the original Yamaha system when Mike pointed him
towards the JAMA pipes. For now, Mike has been happy riding the Virago in the mild Midwest
winter, adding enough miles to warrant changing oil and plugs. The balance is really there, as is
the grunt. From apex to track-out she just puts the power down, and makes the most wonderful

transition back to straight and level. I could do that all day long. Now, where have we heard that
story before? If Yamaha had built a bike along these lines they would have sold thousands more
in the 's and
renault megane radio manual pdf
honeywell zone valve v8043f1036 wiring diagram
craftsman weedwacker 32cc parts diagram
would still appeal 30 years later. While the was no beauty stock, this takes its ugliness and
elevates it beyond belief. It looks clunky, unfinished and totally out of balance. It looks like a
bobber made by someone who is severely artistically challenged. What a waste of money!
Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers
and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of
classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! The gas tank began life atop a Benelli. Tarozzi clip-ons
keep things low. Though it looks custom, the monoshock rear suspension is stock. A front view
shows the thin profile Greg achieved. Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. Colin Spalding.
Frank Spero. Related Content. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Add to cart. Ariel Red Hunter
Print. Chief Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The
sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join Today!

